
To: Mr. Tom Sever 
Acting General President, IBT 

From: Members of the Independent Review Board 
Date: December 3, 1998 
Re: Proposed Charges Against Local 817 President Thomas R. O'Donnell 

I. RECOMMENDATION 

The Independent Review Board ("IRB") refers the below 
report to the Acting General President for the purpose of 
recommending that a charge be brought against Local 817 President 
Thomas R. O'Donnell ("O'Donnell"). Based upon investigation, it 
appears that O'Donnell brought reproach upon the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters ("IBT") by filing Campaign Contribution 
and Expenditure Reports ("CCERs") for his campaign for 
International Vice President with the Election Officer on which 
Reports he intentionally failed to disclose payments to Kevin 
Currie ("Currie") for services rendered the Campaign. 

The Election Rules required that every candidate who 
made an expenditure where the purpose or foreseeable effect of 
the expenditure was to influence the election of that candidate 
file a CCER. (Article XII, Section 2(a) of the Rules for the 
1995-1996 IBT International Union Delegate and Officer Election 
(the "Election Rules")). The Forms on their face required the 
candidate to report campaign expenditures and to itemize all 
contributions in excess of one hundred dollars ($100.00) by 
individual or vendor, the date, the amount, the purpose of the 
expenditure, the date of the expenditure, the amount expended 
during the reporting period and the total expended to date of the 



CCER. (Ex. 1 at Schedule B, Part 1). The CCERs O'Donnell filed 
failed to list under the expenditures section that Kevin Currie 
received salary payments, although O'Donnell knew Currie was 
receiving such payments. The omission was deliberate. By filing 
intentionally inaccurate CCERs which failed to disclose the name 
of the person who provided paid services, O'Donnell brought 
reproach upon the IBT in violation of Article II, Section 2(a) of 
the IBT Constitution. 
II. INTRODUCTION 

Teamsters Local Union 817, located in Lake Success, New 
York, has approximately two hundred seventy members. Local 817 
represents theatrical, radio, television, field equipment, sound 
trucks, motion picture, film, exhibition and orchestra chauffeurs 
and helpers. (Ex. 2). 

A. Thomas R. O'Donnell 

O'Donnell joined the Teamsters and Local Union 817 in 
1950. (Ex. 3 at p. 4). He was elected President of Local 817 in 
1961, and has been elected President continuously since. His 
election was contested for the first three terms, but O'Donnell 
has been elected President without opposition since 1970. (Id. at 
5). O'Donnell received a gross salary of $146,453 in 1997. (Ex. 
2 ). In the 1996 International Officer Election, O'Donnell ran 
for the position of International Vice President At Large on the 
Hoffa Slate. (Ex. 3 at p. 11-12). 
III. JURISDICTION 

Pursuant to Article XIX, Section 11 (a) of the IBT 
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Constitution, this disciplinary matter is within the original 
jurisdiction of the IBT Acting General President. 
IV. INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS 

O'Donnell was a candidate for the position of Vice 
President At Large in the 1996 International Officer Election. 

A. The Filing Requirement 

The Election Rules required candidates to file a CCER 
with the Election Officer. Article XII, Section 2(a)(2) of the 
Election Rules set forth this requirement and provided in 
pertinent part: 

(a) Who Must File 
A Campaign Contribution and Expenditure 

Report ("CCER") and a Supplemental Form 
No. 1 ..*. shall be filed with the Election 
Officer ... by each of the following: 

* * * 

(2) Every slate of candidates for International 
office... which has received or solicited any 
contributions... or made any expenditures, 
where the purpose, object or foreseeable effect 
of any such contribution or expenditure is 
to influence the election of one or more 
International Officer candidates.... 

(Ex. 4). The CCER contained a form verification in which the 
individual candidate or the slate treasurer attested to its 
truthfulness, correctness and completeness. (Ex. 1 at 3).' 

' The Verification states: 
I declare that this report of campaign receipts, 

expenditures, debts and fund balances (including any accompanying 
schedules and statements) has been examined by me and to the best 
of my knowledge and belief is a true, correct and complete report 
l)as required by Article XII of the Rules for t^e 1995-1996 ZBT 
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O'Donnell executed the verification on all of the CCERs his 
campaign submitted. (Exs. 1, 3 and 5 - 13). 

B. O'Donnell's Statements 

In an interview with the Election Officer on March 20, 
1998, O'Donnell stated that the Hoffa National Campaign requested 
he establish a Hoffa Slate office in New York and hire Kevin 
Currie ("Currie"), a Teamster member employed by Yellow Freight, 
to staff the office. O'Donnell further stated that he inquired 
into Currie's personal background and found he had been convicted 
of a New York State Class E felony. Because he did not want to 
hire a campaign worker with a felony conviction, O'Donnell listed 
Mary Ann Currie, Kevin Currie's wife, instead of Currie, as being 
on the Campaign payroll. (Ex. 14 at 2). 

In a deposition with the Election Officer on April 6, 
1998, O'Donnell testified that someone at the Hoffa Campaign 
directed him to hire Kevin Currie, a Local 707 member, to staff 
the slate's New York City office. O'Donnell was unclear as to 
who at the Hoffa campaign gave that direction. From March, 1996 
Currie worked full-time running the New York campaign office for 
the Hoffa and O'Donnell Campaigns. (Ex. 15 at pp. 16, 17, 19). 

In his deposition with the Election Officer, O'Donnell 
stated that the first time he met Currie was in April or May 1996 
when Tom Pazzi, Hoffa's campaign coordinator, ("Pazzi") suggested 
to him that he hire Currie to man the New York office. O'Donnell 

International Union Delegate and Officer Election, and 2) is in 
conformity with the "Advisory on Campaign Contributions and 
Disclosure." (Ex. 1 at p. 3) 
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stated that the agreement concerning the hiring of Currie was: 
I agreed to pay the bills in the office 
there. And also to pay one person. And 
that person would be him. 

(Ex. 15 at 16). 
O'Donnell testified before the Election Officer that 

when he interviewed Currie, Currie told him he did not have a 
criminal record. (Id. at 16). Currie had been convicted in 1992 
of a class E New York state felony for grand larceny. (Ex. 19). 
O'Donnell discovered this conviction independently; subseguently 
Currie acknowledged to O'Donnell that he had a criminal record. 
According to his statement in his interview, O'Donnell did not 
want his campaign records to show a person with a felony 
conviction on his staff (Ex. 14 at 2). O'Donnell testified he 
told Currie that he was not going to pay Currie in his name, and 
he made out the salary checks to Currie's wife, whom O'Donnell 
described as a participant in the campaign, for services Kevin 
Currie provided. (Ex. 15 at 18). This disguised that Currie, a 
convicted felon, was a paid employee of the campaign. 

From May 1996 through October 1996 O'Donnell paid 
Currie's weekly salary of $700 by issuing checks payable to 
Currie's wife. (Ex. 3 at 23). The O'Donnell Campaign paid for 
Currie's services until October 1996, (Id. at 19) and the Hoffa 
Campaign paid for them thereafter. (Ex. 15 at 19; Ex. 16 at 36-
39; and Exs. 17 and 18 at Schedule B, Part 1, Page 1). According 
to the CCERs, the O'Donnell Campaign paid Mary Ann Currie a total 
of $12,684.75 in salary payments for campaign coordinator 
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services. These services were in fact provided by her husband, 
Kevin Currie. 

O'Donnell stated in October 1996, he advised Pazzi, 
Hoffa's campaign coordinator, that he would no longer pay for 
Currie's salary and that the Hoffa Campaign would have to make 
the salary payments. (Ex. 15 at p. 19). The Hoffa Campaign then 
made the payments for Currie's services in the name of Currie's 
wife and reported them as payments for her services. The Hoffa 
1996 CCERs reported payments of $7,500 to Mary Anne Currie. (Exs. 
17 and 18 at Schedule B, Part 1, Page 1). 

In a deposition with the Election Officer, Pazzi stated 
he did not remember whether hiring Currie was his idea, 
O'Donnell's idea , Hoffa's idea or someone else's idea. Pazzi 
recalled that the Campaign paid Currie's wife for Currie's 
services. Pazzi stated Kevin Currie asked that the Hoffa 
Campaign make Currie's salary paycheck payable to Currie's wife. 
Pazzi did not ask Currie the reason for his request. (Ex. 16 at 
pp. 36-38). The Hoffa Campaign paid Currie's wife a total of 
$7,500 for Kevin Currie's services. (Exs. 16 at 35-36, 17 and 
18). 

The Election Officer fined the Hoffa Campaign and the 
Campaign of Tom O'Donnell $20,184.75, an amount equal to the 
falsely reported salary of Currie's wife. (Ex. 20). O'Donnell 
did not file an appeal from the Election Officer's Decision. 
(Ex. 3). 

At his sworn IRB examination, O'Donnell testified 
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differently. He then maintained that Kevin Currie was not an 
employee of his campaign, and that Currie's wife was the 
campaign's only employee. O'Donnell denied having hired Currie, 
and stated Currie came to work for his campaign because Pazzi 
asked O'Donnell to use him. O'Donnell stated that he paid 
$700.00 per week for Currie's campaign services: 

Q. What was the salary you paid for Kevin 
Currie's services? 

A. I believe it was $700. 
Q. Is that $700 per week ? 
A. Per week. 

(Ex. 3 at 23). O'Donnell did admit that the money paid for 
Currie's services was not disclosed as salary to Currie on CCERs 
which he filed: 

Q. Was the salary paid to Mr. Currie 
disclosed as a salary paid to 
Mr. Currie in the CCERs which you filed? 

A. No, it was paid to Mrs. Currie, and it 
was disclosed as being paid to Mrs. Currie. 

Q. Were the payments for Kevin Currie's 
services disclosed on the CCERs as 
payments for his services? 

A. No. 
(Id. at 24). O'Donnell acknowledged he had executed the 
verification on each of the CCERs his campaign filed, that he had 
"used" Currie as the campaign coordinator at the insistence of 
Pazzi, the coordinator of the Hoffa Campaign, that the O'Donnell 
Campaign paid the salary for Currie's employment services to 
Currie's wife, Mary Ann Currie and that the CCERs O'Donnell filed 
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did not disclose any payments to Kevin Currie for his services as 
campaign coordinator. (Id. at 14-18, 20-21 and 24). 

C. Testimony of Kevin Currie 

At his sworn IRB examination, Currie acknowledged that 
he was a paid employee of the O'Donnell Campaign. (Ex. 21 at 28, 
29). Currie testified that O'Donnell hired both his wife and 
himself to work on the campaign. Currie testified that he was 
the campaign coordinator and that the number of hours he worked 
on the campaign were much greater than those of his wife. (Id. 
at 34). The amount of money owed him was greater than that owed 
his wife. Currie further testified that the checks from the 
O'Donnell Campaign payable to Mary Ann Currie reflected payment 
of his salary as well as that of Mary Ann Currie. (Id. at 33). 

D. Expenditures to be Disclosed 

Schedule B, Part 1 of the CCER concerned the reporting 
of campaign expenditures in excess of $100 other than loans, 
credit extensions or in-kind contributions. The schedule 
contained five boxes of information to be provided for each 
expenditure, which were as follows: 

A. Full name, mailing address & zip code. 
B. Purpose of Expenditure 
C. Expenditure Date(s) 
D. Amount Expended This Period 
E. Total Expended To Date 

(Ex. 1). The instructions contained in Schedule B provided: 
You must itemize the individual, vendor or 
entity to whom a disbursement was made in 
excess of $100, the date, the amount and the 
purpose of the disbursement. The "Purpose of 
the Expenditure" box should contain a clear and 
concise statement of why the disbursement was 
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made, e.g., "travel expenses", "reception costs", 
"office supplies", etc. The total amount of 
all itemized expenditures should be entered on 
the last page of this part of Schedule B and then 
entered on page 2 of the CCER summary under 
Section B, Line l.a. 

(Id.). 
E. The CCERs O'Donnell Filed 

As seen below, the CCERs O'Donnell filed failed to 
disclose salary was paid to Kevin Currie. According to the 
CCERs, the O'Donnell Campaign paid Mary Ann Currie on the dates 
and in the amount set forth below a total of $12,684.75 in 
expenditures described as "salary campaign coordinator:" 

Date Amount 
5/17/96 1,153.25 (EX. 
5/31 1,153.25 (Ex. 
6/14 1,153.25 " 

6/28 1,153.25 
7/15 1,153.25 M 
7/26 1,153.25 
8/9 1,153.25 
8/23 1,153.25 (Ex. 
9/6 1,153.25 
9/18 1,153.25 " 

10/10 1.152.25 " 

Total $12,684.75 
The CCERs were false because the payments to Mary Ann Currie were 
not salary payments to her only. The greater portion of the 
disbursements to Mary Ann Currie were payments for the services 
of Kevin Currie, who was the Campaign Coordinator, and not Mary 
Ann Currie as stated on the forms. 
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The O'Donnell Campaign filed five CCERs.^ A review of 
the portion of each of these reports relating to the payments for 
the campaign coordinator services of Kevin Currie follows. 

1. Report No. 1 
For the Period January 21, 1996-May 20, 1996 
O'Donnell signed this Report on or about May 30, 1996. 

Schedule B, Part 1 of this report listed itemized expenditures in 
excess of $100 as having been made to Kevin Currie and Mary Ann 
Currie. The entries were: 
"A.Name/Address B. Purpose C. Date D. Amount E. Total This Period To Date 
Kevin Currie Misc. 4/22/96 237.24 237.24 
541 S. Wellwood Supplies 
Lindenhurst, NY 
11757 
Mary Ann Currie Salary 5/17/96 1153.25 1,153.25" 
[no address Campaign 
listed] Coordinator 
(Ex. 1). A reimbursement to Kevin Currie in April 1996 was 
reflected but the CCER was false because it failed to disclose 
salary payments to Kevin Currie for his work as Campaign 
Coordinator, and thus concealed that Kevin Currie was a paid 
employee of the O'Donnell Campaign. 

2. Report No.2 
For the Period May 21, 1996-August 20, 1996 

^ The O'Donnell Campaign also filed five supplemental forms. 
The supplemental forms applied to solicited or earmarked 
contributions and associated expenditures for legal and 
accounting services and reported only the in-kind contribution of 
accounting services by the accountant responsible for preparing 
the CCER Report for the period in guestion. (Exs. 5, 7, 9, 11 
and 13). 
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O'Donnell signed this Report on or about August 28, 
1996. Schedule B, Part 1 of this report listed itemized 
expenditures in excess of $100 as having been made to Kevin 
Currie and Mary Ann Currie. The entries were: 

C. Date "A.Name/Address B. Purpose 

Kevin Currie 
541 S. Wellwood 
Lindenhurst, NY 
11757 

Misc. 
Supplies 

D. Amount 
This Period 

5/24 216.41 
6/11 392.12 
7/9 340.68 

E. Total 
To Date 

1,186.45 

Mary Ann Currie 
[no address 
listed] 

Salary 
Campaign 

5/31/96 
6/14/96 

Coordinator 6/28/96 
7/15/96 
7/26/96 
8/ 9/96 

1,153.25 
1,153.25 
1,153.25 
1,153.25 
1,153.25 
1,153.25 8,072.75 

(Ex. 6)., Again the reimbursements to Kevin Currie were 
reflected here. The CCER, however, was false because it failed to 
disclose the salary payments for the services of Kevin Currie, 
the Campaign Coordinator. The failure to disclose concealed that 
Kevin Currie was a paid employee of the O'Donnell Campaign. 

3. Report No. 3 
For the Period August 21, 1996-November 20, 1996 
O'Donnell signed this Report on or about November 27, 

1996. Schedule B, Part 1 of this report listed itemized 
expenditures in excess of $100 as having been made to Kevin 
Currie and Mary Ann Currie. The entries were: 
"A.Name/Address B. Purpose C. Date 
Kevin Currie Salary 
541 S. Wellwood Ave 
Lindenhurst, NY 
11757 

11/21/96 

D. Amount 
This Period 

500.00 

E. Total 
To Date 
1,686.45 
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Mary Ann Currie Salary 8/23/96 1,153.25 
541 S. Wellwood Ave. Campaign 9/6/96 1,153.25 
Lindenhurst, NY Coordinator 9/18/96 1,153.25 
11757 10/10/96 1,153.25 12,684.75" 
(Ex. 8). This CCER described the payment of $500 in November 
1996 to Kevin Currie as salary. Currie's salary for the period 
was substantially more than that as he admitted that the large 
majority of the payments to his wife were for his work. Both 
O'Donnell and Currie acknowledged Currie was to be paid $700 per 
week for his services. (Ex. 3 at 23, Ex. 21 at 24). 

4. Report No. 4 
For the Period November 21, 1996 - December 20, 1996 
O'Donnell signed this Report on or about December 30, 

1996. Schedule B, Part 1 of this report listed itemized 
expenditures in excess of $100 as having been made to Kevin 
Currie and Mary Ann Currie. The entries were: 
"A.Name/Address B. Purpose C. Date D. Amount E. Total This Period To Date 
Kevin Currie Campaign 1,686.45 
541 S. Wellwood Ave Materials 
Lindenhurst, NY 
11757 
Mary Ann Currie Salary 12,684.75" 
541 S. Wellwood Ave. Campaign 
Lindenhurst, NY Coordinator 
11757 
(Ex. 10). There were no payments during this period. Here the 
prior expenditures to Kevin Currie were described solely as 
reimbursements and not salary, including the $500 expenditure 
which had been described as salary. The CCER was false because 
it failed to disclose that the payments were made for the 
services of Kevin Currie, the Campaign Coordinator. These 
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payments were hidden falsely under his wife's name. 
5. Report No. 5 
For the Period December 21, 1996 - March 28, 1997 
O'Donnell signed this Report on or about April 3, 1997. 

Schedule B, Part 1 of this report listed itemized expenditures in 
excess of $100 as having been made to Kevin Currie and Mary Ann 
Currie. The entries were: 
"A.Name/Address B. Purpose C. Date D. Amount E. Total 

This Period To Date 
Kevin Currie Campaign 1,686.45 
541 S. Wellwood Ave Materials 
Lindenhurst, NY 
11757 
Mary Ann Currie Salary 12,684.75" 
541 S. Wellwood Ave. Campaign 
Lindenhurst, NY Coordinator 
11757 
(Ex. 12). There were no payments during this period. Again, 
the prior expenses to Kevin Currie were described solely as 
reimbursements and not salary. The CCER was false because again 
it failed to disclose the salary payments to Kevin Currie as the 
Campaign Coordinator. 
V. The Defense 

Counsel for O'Donnell has advanced several arguments as 
to why O'Donnell did not violate any prohibitions. (Ex. 22). 
Counsel claimed that under the literal wording of the CCER form, 
the CCERs were accurate. The O'Donnell Campaign listed Mary Ann 
Currie in whose name, it was claimed, checks were sent for her 
and her husband's combined salaries. Counsel argued that the 
CCERs therefore were accurate since she was the named payee. The 
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second column, "Purpose of the Expenditure" contained the 
description "salary campaign coordinator." Counsel argued this 
was accurate because the checks were for both Kevin Currie's and 
his wife's services, and Kevin Currie was the campaign 
coordinator. On its face, this argument must be rejected because 
it in essence proclaims that no matter who actually provided the 
service and eventually received the payment, the required 
disclosure could be avoided by making checks payable to a 
nominee. No one had that understanding of the Election Rules 
and, indeed, under such an arrangement, disclosures would be 
sham. 

Both O'Donnell and Currie testified at IRB depositions 
that in addition to Currie, Currie's wife did some paid work for 
the campaign. O'Donnell's testimony evolved as the issue became 
clearer after the Election Officer's decision. Prior to the 
decision, in testimony before the Election Officer C'Donnell 
described Currie's wife as a participant in the campaign. (Ex. 
15 at 18). In his IRB deposition, O'Donnell described Currie's 
wife as the only employee of the campaign, and specifically 
denied that he had hired Kevin Currie. (Ex. 3 at 19). In 
Currie's IRB deposition, Currie stated that both he and his wife 
were paid to do work for the campaign. Currie's wife was a 
volunteer and at some point, which he could not recall (Ex. 21 at 
36), began to be paid for her work. Currie testified that he was 
the campaign coordinator and worked substantially more hours than 
his wife. The salary checks at all times were made payable in 
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his wife's name. (Id. at 29, 33). O'Donnell acknowledged that 
Kevin Currie was due a gross salary of $1,400 every two weeks. 
(Ex. 3 at 23). Kevin Currie agreed that this was his salary. 
(Ex. 21 at 24). The net check payable to Mary Ann Currie every 
two weeks was $1,153.25. (Exs. 1, 6 and 8). There was little 
room for payments to Mrs. Currie after her husband's payments 
were subtracted. 

Counsel also argued that O'Donnell had no knowledge the 
CCERs were not accurate. He contended that on the same page of 
the first two CCERs where the salary payments to Currie's wife 
were listed, Kevin Currie was listed as receiving reimbursed 
expenses. Counsel asserted that the inclusion of Currie as a 
recipient of reimbursement indicated that the campaign had no 
intention to conceal Kevin Currie's relationship to the campaign. 
The person who prepared the CCERs merely listed the named 
recipient on the check and did not intentionally fail to list 
Kevin Currie because he was not a payee on any campaign check. 

Counsel's argument that O'Donnell's failures to notice 
the omissions of Kevin Currie's salary from the CCERs were 
inadvertent does not fit the facts. Here, O'Donnell agreed, 
before any forms were filed, to the arrangement to pay Currie's 
salary in his wife' name, which caused the failures to disclose 
Kevin Currie as a paid campaign employee. In light of his 
admission to the Election Officer that he did not want a 
convicted felon described as a paid employee of the Campaign (Ex. 
14 at 2), O'Donnell through his agreement to pay Currie's wife 
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for Currie's paid services as Campaign Coordinator, ensured that 
no one who prepared the CCERs would discover Kevin Currie as a 
paid employee of the O'Donnell Campaign. Only Mrs. Currie's name 
would be on the checks. O'Donnell's failure to disclose Currie 
as a paid employee was the product of his design and not 
inadvertent. The disclosed reimbursements helped create the 
impression that Currie, whose activities on behalf of the 
campaign were visible, was a volunteer and not a campaign 
employee. O'Donnell wanted to avoid the impression that a felon 
was hired to be a paid campaign coordinator. 

Counsel also claimed that the O'Donnell Campaign's 
listing on its third CCER, filed on December 2, 1996, of Kevin 
Currie as the recipient of a salary payment of $500 on November 
21, 1996 proved that it did not intentionally fail to disclose 
Kevin Currie as a salaried employee on any CCER. The evidence 
suggests that the description of salary on this third CCER was 
actually a misdescription of the purpose of the payment to 
Currie, which was apparently for reimbursement for expenses. The 
November 21, 1996 check to Currie from the O'Donnell Campaign 
bore no indication that it was a salary check. This was 
different from each of the six checks from the O'Donnell Campaign 
to Mary Ann Currie from July 26, 1996 through October 4, 1996, 
which were marked either "payroll" or "salary for week ended." ̂  

^ A total of eleven checks from the O'Donnell Campaign payable 
to Mary Ann Currie were obtained from O'Donnell's counsel. The 
first five bear no memo or other notation on their face 
concerning their purpose. (Ex. 22) 
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Moreover, the $500 was substantially less than the salary of $700 
per week which both O'Donnell and Kevin Currie acknowledged in 
prior sworn testimony as Currie's salary, (Ex. 3 at 23, Ex. 21 at 
24), a further indication this was a misdescription and not an 
intentional disclosure of the deliberately concealed salary 
payment to Kevin Currie. 

O'Donnell admitted that he stopped paying Currie by 
October 1996. O'Donnell testified both at his IRB deposition 
and at his Election Officer deposition that he told Pazzi at a 
slate meeting in Chicago in 1996 that Currie had a criminal 
record (Ex. 3 at 35) and O'Donnell was not going to pay Currie 
any more. (Ex. 15 at 19, 22). O'Donnell testified he stopped 
paying Currie's salary some time in September or October 1996. 
(Ex. 15 at 19). The $500 check was from November 1996, when 
O'Donnell was no longer paying Currie's salary. (Ex. 22). 

This is confirmed by the CCERs for the Hoffa '96 
National Campaign, which reflected payments to Mary Ann Currie 
commencing October 16, 1996, six days after the final O'Donnell 
Campaign payroll check payable to Mary Ann Currie. (Exs. 17 and 
18).* The Hoffa '96 payments to Mary Ann Currie continued from 

* The Hoffa '96 CCERs reflected the following payments to Mary 
Ann Currie: 
Payee Date Description Amount 
Maryann Currie 10/16 Consulting Not Specified 

10/29 
11/12 

Total: $4,500 
11/22 Consulting $3,000 
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October 16 through November 22, 1996 and included a payment of 
$3,000 on November 22, 1996, one day after the claimed salary 
payment of $500 by the O'Donnell Campaign to Kevin Currie. (Id.) 
Pazzi had acknowledged these payments were to Mary Ann Currie 
were for Kevin Currie's services. (Ex. 16 at 35-36). Moreover, 
the last two O'Donnell CCERs eliminated the description of 
payments to Kevin Currie as salary and described the purpose of 
the payments to Kevin Currie as "campaign materials." (Exs. 10 
and 12). 

O'Donnell's inadvertent misdescription of payment to 
Currie of $500 as salary on the third CCER, filed after those on 
which he failed to disclose the salary payments to Currie, is not 
evidence that the previous omissions during the campaign were 
unintentional. 
VI. Proposed Charge 

While an officer of Local 817 and a candidate for Vice 
President At Large in the 1996 International Officer Election, 
you brought reproach upon the IBT in violation of Article II, 
Section 2(a) of the IBT Constitution by intentionally filing 
CCERs which omitted, as required, payments to Kevin Currie for 
his services, to wit: 

On or about May 30, 1996, August 28, 1996, November 27, 
1996, December 30, 1996 and April 3, 1997, you filed CCERs with 
the Election Officer which stated that expenditures were made by 
the O'Donnell Campaign to Mary Ann Currie, described those 

(Exs. 17 and 18) 
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expenditures as salary payments for the campaign coordinator and 
failed to disclose that those payments were for the services of 
her husband, Kevin Currie. 
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EXHIBITS TO REPORT CONCERNING THOMAS R. O'DONNELL 

Campaign Contribution and Expenditure Report for 
Thomas R. O'Donnell, Vice President At Large Candidate, 
for the period January 21, 1996 through May 20, 1996 
Form LM-2, Labor Organization Annual Report, for Local 
Union 817 for 1997 
Transcript of sworn examination of Local 817 president 
Thomas R. O'Donnell dated November 2, 1998 
Excerpt from Article XII, Section 2(a) of the Rules for 
The 1995-1996 IBT International Union Delegate and 
Officer Election 
Supplemental Form for Thomas R. O'Donnell, Vice 
President At Large Candidate, for the period January 
21, 1996 through May 20, 1996 
Campaign Contribution and Expenditure Report for 
Thomas R. O'Donnell, Vice President At Large Candidate, 
for the period May 21, 1996 through August 20, 1996 
Supplemental Form #1 for Thomas R. O'Donnell, Vice 
President At Large Candidate, for the period May 21, 
1996 through August 20, 1996 
Campaign Contribution and Expenditure Report for 
Thomas R. O'Donnell, Vice President At Large Candidate, 
for the period August 21, 1996 through November 20, 
1996 
Supplemental Form #1 for Thomas R. O'Donnell, Vice 
President At Large Candidate, for the period August 
21, 1996 through November 20, 1996 
Campaign Contribution and Expenditure Report for 
Thomas R. O'Donnell, Vice President At Large Candidate, 
for the period November 21, 1996 through December 20, 
1996 
Supplemental Form #1 for Thomas R. O'Donnell, Vice 
President At Large Candidate, for the period November 
21, 1996 through December 20, 1996 
Campaign Contribution and Expenditure Report for 
Thomas R. O'Donnell, Vice President At Large Candidate, 
for the period December 21, 1996 through March 28, 
1997 
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Supplemental Form for Thomas R. O'Donnell, Vice 
President At Large Candidate, for the period December 
21, 1996 through March 28, 1997 
Election Officer Interview with Thomas O'Donnell dated 
March 20, 1998 
Transcript of Deposition of Thomas R. O'Donnell before 
the Election Officer dated April 6, 1998 
Transcript of Deposition of Thomas Pazzi before the 
Election Officer dated March 9, 1998 
Campaign Contribution and Expenditure Report for 
Hoffa 96 National for the period August 21, 1996 
through November 20, 1996 
Campaign Contribution and Expenditure Report for 
Hoffa 96 National for the period November 21, 1996 
through December 20, 1996 
New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services 
History of Criminal Record of Kevin Currie 
Excerpt from Decision of Election Officer Michael G. 
Cherkasky dated April 27, 1998 
Transcript of sworn examination of Local 707 member 
Kevin Currie dated November 13, 1998 
Letter to the Chief Investigator dated November 24, 
1998 from Robert J. Costello, Esq. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

x 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
88 Civ. 4486 (LAP) 

Plaintiff, 
v. 

AMENDED APPLICATION 90 OF THE 
INDEPENDENT REVIEW BOARD 

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD 
OF TEAMSTERS, et al., 

--OPINION AND DECISION OF THE 
INDEPENDENT REVIEW BOARD 
IN THE MATTER OF THE HEARING 
OF THOMAS R. O'DONNELL 

Defendant. 
x 

Pursuant to Paragraph 0. of the Rules of Procedures for 
Operation of the Independent Review Board ("IRB") for the 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters ("IRB Rules"), Application 
is made by the IRB for ruling by the Honorable Loretta A. Preska, 
United States District Judge for the Southern District of New York, 
on the issues heard by the IRB during a hearing on May 22, 2000, 
and thereafter determined, on the charges filed against Local 817 
President and candidate for Vice President At Large Thomas R. 
O'Donnell ("O'Donnell"). 

O'Donnell was charged with bringing reproach upon the IBT and 
violating the IBT Constitution by intentionally filing Campaign 
Contribution & Expenditure Reports with the Election Officer which 
omitted, as required, payments to Kevin Currie for his services as 
Campaign Coordinator. 

Having considered the evidence and post-hearing submissions by 
the Chief Investigator, the IRB found that the charge against 
O'Donnell was proved. As a penalty, O'Donnell is suspended from 
employment, consulting or other work, from any IBT or IBT-



affiliated entity for a period of nine months. O'Donnell may not 
participate in any affairs of the International or Local Union 817 
as an officer or employee. He may maintain his membership in the 
IBT. 

Enclosed with our November 13, 2000, Opinion and Decision is 
the December 3, 1998, IRB Investigative Report with exhibits 1 -
22 . 

It is respectfully requested that an Order be entered 
affirming the IRB's November 13, 2000, Opinion and Decision if Your 
Honor finds it appropriate. 

Frederick B. Lac^y 
Member of the 
Independent Review Board 

Dated: November 14, 2000 
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In Re: THOMAS R. O'DONNELL 
LOCAL UNION 817 

OPINION AND DECISION 
OF THE INDEPENDENT 
REVIEW BOARD 

x 

I. Introduction 

On December 3, 1998, we referred a Report concerning Local 

817 President and member Thomas R. O'Donnell ("O'Donnell") to 

then Acting General President Tom Sever. Since 1961, O'Donnell 

has served as President of Local Union 817 located in Lake 

Success, New York. Since 1999, he has served as Vice President-

at-Large of the International Union. 

O'Donnell was a candidate on the Hoffa Slate for Vice 

President-at-Large in the 1996 national election and was required 

to, and did, file Campaign Contribution & Expenditure Reports 

("CCERs" or "Report(s)") with the Election Officer. In our 

Report we recommended that O'Donnell be charged with allegedly 

bringing reproach upon the International Brotherhood of Teamsters 

("IBT") in violation of Article II, Section 2A of the IBT 

Constitution, by filing CCERs for his Campaign for International 

Vice President with the Election Officer on which Reports he 

failed to disclose payments to Kevin Currie ("Mr. Currie") for 

services rendered to the Campaign as Campaign Coordinator. 

The Acting General President filed the charges and referred 

them to Joint Council 16 for resolution. The case was heard by a 

specially appointed panel, the Executive Board of the Joint 

Council, on May 20, 1999 and its decision was issued on October 

20, 1999. Now in office General President Hoffa ("Hoffa") 



disqualified himself and assigned review of the case to General 
Secretary-Treasurer Keegel who issued a ruling on November 1, 
1999 affirming portions of the opinion and strengthening the 
recommended sanction. On January 4, 2000 we found the action of 
the General Secretary-Treasurer not adequate and so notified 
General Secretary-Treasurer Keegel. Following notification from 
the General Secretary-Treasurer on January 21, 2000 that the 
decision stood, we held a hearing on this matter on May 22, 2000 
in New York City. 

II. Finding of Facts 
A. General Findings 

During the 1996 Campaign the Hoffa Slate operated an office 
in New York City near the intersection of Brooklyn Queens 
Expressway and the Long Island Expressway. O'Donnell and Richard 
Volpe, also a candidate for Vice President on the Hoffa Slate, 
operated their Campaigns from this office. O'Donnell testified 
without contradiction that at the suggestion of Hcffa's National 
Campaign Coordinator, Tom Pazzi ("Pazzi"), O'Donnell in May of 
1996 hired Mr. Currie as a Campaign Coordinator for O'Donnell's 
Campaign. O'Donnell conducted an interview of Mr. Currie in May 
of 1996 at the Local Union 817 office. During the course of that 
interview, O'Donnell asked Mr. Currie if he had a criminal 
record. Mr. Currie said he did not and was hired for the 
position of Campaign Coordinator at $700 per week. In fact, Mr. 
Currie had been convicted of the felony of grand larceny in the 
state of New York. 
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Shortly after hiring Mr. Currie, O'Donnell further affirmed 
without dispute that he learned through another source that Mr. 
Currie did have a criminal record. Upon learning this 
information, O'Donnell inquired of Kenneth O'Connor, a labor 
lawyer who was counsel for Local Union 817 for several years, 
whether Mr. Currie's conviction made him ineligible to serve in 
the Campaign. O'Connor advised O'Donnell that it did not. A few 
days later, Mr. Currie approached O'Donnell and, at the urging of 
a companion (Thomas Morris), he confessed that he did indeed have 
the felony conviction described above. 

O'Donnell, according to his unrefuted testimony, became very 
angry with Mr. Currie for lying to him and began thinking about 
ways to punish Mr. Currie. O'Donnell later told Mr. Currie that 
in order to punish Mr. Currie, his salary would be paid to his 
wife instead of directly to Mr. Currie. O'Donnell thought that 
Mr. Currie would be offended by having his earnings paid to his 
wife. 

As scheduled, beginning in May of 1996 and ending in October 
of the same year, Mr. Currie's wife, Marianne Currie ("Mrs. 
Currie"), was paid Mr. Currie's salary, less taxes. The taxes 
were reported in her name on the W-4 form filed by the O'Donnell 
Campaign and over this period of time Mrs. Currie received 
$12,684.75 for Mr. Currie's work as Campaign Coordinator and 
federal, state, local and social security taxes were withheld in 
her name. Mr. Currie himself was reimbursed for miscellaneous 
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expenses he incurred for the Campaign.^ All the checks in 
question payable to Mr. and Mrs. Currie were deposited in their 
joint checking account. 

In November of 1996 O'Donnell, again testifying without 
disagreement, advised Pazzi, Hoffa's Campaign Coordinator, that 
he would no longer pay for Mr. Currie's salary. The payments 
ceased when O'Donnell fired Mr. Currie. Mr. Currie was then 
immediately hired by the Hoffa Campaign and the same wage payment 
arrangement was followed by the Hoffa Campaign. 

In November 1996, Mr. Currie was reimbursed $500 for 
expenses he incurred for the O'Donnell Campaign. This payment 
was reported on the pertinent CCER as being salary. Later, 
amended Reports were filed with the Election Officer indicating 
that the $500 payment was a reimbursement for expenses and not 
salary. 

Although it appears that Mrs. Currie provided some services 
to the Campaign and may have been present for some time at the 
Campaign office, there is no question that as between Mr. and 
Mrs. Currie, Mr. Currie provided most of the services as Campaign 
Coordinator. O'Donnell signed each one of eleven checks paying 
the total wages mentioned above. 

Throughout the 1995-96 Campaign each candidate, slate of 
candidates or independent committee which solicited or received 
contributions in excess of $1,000, was required to file a CCER 

*0nce Kevin Currie was no longer receiving payments, they were 
characterized as being for "Campaign materials". See CCERs nos. 5 and 10. 
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for up to eight separate periods of time. The CCER form 
requires, as to each expenditure, five types of information: (1) 
the full name, mailing address and zip code of any "individual, 
vendor or entity to whom a disbursement is made in excess of $100 
...", (2) the "purpose of the expenditure", (3) the date of the 
expenditure, (4) the total amount of money expended to that payee 
during the reporting period, and (5) the total expenditures to 
that payee to date. With regard to the purpose of the 
expenditure, the instructions direct the providing of "a clear 
and concise description of why the disbursement was made," e.g. 
"travel expenses, reception costs, office supplies, etc." 

O'Donnell also signed Reports 1, 2 and 3 reporting payments 
directly to Mrs. Currie and Reports 4 and which reported the 
cumulative amount previously paid to Mrs. Currie prior to her 
husband's discharge. Reports 1-3 detailed payments to Ms. 
Currie. The next two Reports, nos. 4-5, reflected the cumulative 
amounts of money previously paid to Mrs. Currie. Those Reports 
identify the payee of Mr. Currie's salary to be Mrs. Currie even 
though there is no question that the payments had been earned by 
and were intended for Mr. Currie. The "purpose of expenditure" 
box was filled in with the words "salaried Campaign coordinator". 
The "expenditure date(s)" box indicated that the salary was paid 
regularly every other week. 

^The periods of time for which the Reports here in question were filed and 
the numbers of those Reports are: January 21 through May 20, 1996, "Report 
no. 1"; May 21 through August 20, 1996, "Report no. 2"; August 21 through 
November 20, 1996, "Report no. 3"; November 21 through December 20, 1996, 
"Report no. 4"; and December 21 through March 28, 1997, "Report no. 5". 
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On each of the three Reports, Mr. Currie was identified as 
the recipient of reimbursement-type expenses for varying amounts 
of money which were typically described as "miscellaneous 
supplies".^ On each Report in question the full names and common 
address of Kevin and Marianne Currie were reported. 

O'Donnell requested that a CPA, Matthew Dapolito, prepare 
the CCER's for his Campaign. Dapolito served as the CPA for the 
Local Union and for O'Donnell's Campaign.^ O'Donnell testified 
without contradiction that he gave Dapolito the CCER's and an 
instruction book and told Dapolito to fill the forms out 
correctly. Dapolito's sources of information were O'Donnell or 
the staff secretary of the Local Union, Kathleen Kreinbihl 
("Kreinbihl"), who was also volunteering time to the Campaign. 
Dapolito or his staff, relying on check stubs and information 
provided to him by either O'Donnell or Kreinbihl, usually 
Kreinbihl, "compiled"^ the information presented and prepared the 
three Reports here in question, nos. 1-3. Dapolito would leave 
the Reports with Ms. Kreinbihl for O'Donnell to review and sign. 

^On the third Report, Mr. Currie also received $500 which was identified in 
the "purpose of expenditure" box as being for "salary". That payment was not 
in fact for salary. It is not contested that it was later reported by the 
O'Donnell's Campaign as an expense reimbursement. 

*In part, Dapolito donated his services to O'Donnell's Campaign. The non-
donated portion of Dapolito's fees were also reported as itemized expenditures 
in excess of $100 on CCERs nos. 1-5. 

^Dapolito wrote in Report No. 3 and testified before us that only the 
service of a "compilation" had been provided. Thus, Dapolito only certified 
that the compilation work had been done "in accordance with standards 
established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants" and 
that the requirements of the Election Officer "differ from generally accepted 
accounting principles. Accordingly, these financial statements are not 
designed for those who are not informed about such differences." 
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After filling out the Reports, Dapolito said he did not recall 
that he reviewed them with O'Donnell. O'Donnell stated without 
dispute that he reviewed the Reports and, while not looking at 
"every entry", signed and submitted them. 

Dapolito was called as a witness in the hearing before the 
Joint Council as well as before us. He testified that he was 
told that Mrs. Currie was being paid for the work her husband was 
doing. In placing the words "salaried Campaign coordinator" on 
the CCER form, Dapolito testified he was describing the general 
nature of the expenditure as the salary of the Campaign 
Coordinator. Dapolito claimed that he did not inquire concerning 
the question of why Mrs. Currie was being paid for services 
provided by Mr. Currie. Based on the information provided, 
Dapolito authored the phrase "salary Campaign coordinator" used 
in the "purpose of expenditure" box. 

B. Specific Factfindings 
The charge in this case concerns the manner in which 

O'Donnell reported the payments by his Campaign to the Election 
Officer. On the one hand, O'Donnell admitted that "the payments 
for Kevin Currie's services disclosed on the CCERs" were not 
identified "as payment for his services." On the other hand, 
O'Donnell asserted that the payment made to Mr. Currie was "paid 
to Mrs. Currie and it was disclosed as being paid to Mrs. 
Currie." 

Despite the fact that salary payments were without question 
earned by and intended for Mr. Currie, they were reported as 
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being for Mrs. Currie. While the description on the CCERs may 
have been accurate as to the exact identity of the payee of the 
checks, it does not accurately reflect the underlying 
transaction. 

O'Donnell created the original tension by paying Mrs. Currie 
for the services performed by Mr. Currie.* Having created that, 
O'Donnell was at the least obligated — in accordance with his 
verification that the information provided was "to the best of my 
knowledge and belief, a true, correct and complete Report"'? - to 
provide further explanation. To the "best of his knowledge and 
belief," O'Donnell knew that the Report, when read by someone 
without his special knowledge of the situation, was not "true, 
correct and complete"; because, Mr. Currie was the intended payee 
of the salary being paid to Mrs. Currie. Therefore, under those 
unusual circumstances, O'Donnell filed a Report that he knew to 
be wrong. 

^Ve find whatever services were provided by Mrs. Currie to be immaterial to 
the issues before us. Based upon O'Donnell's and Mr. Currie's sworn statement 
Mr. Currie was the primary actor. O'Donnell was asked initially if anyone 
other than Mrs. Currie was paid for providing services and he testified that 
no one was. When provided an opportunity to explain his answer a few 
questions later, he volunteered and explained that Mrs. Currie was being paid 
for the services provided by Mr. Currie. 

^The full "VERIFICATION" reads: 

I declare that this Report of Campaign receipts, expenditures, 
debts and fund balances (including any accompanying schedules and 
statements) has been examined by me and to the best of my 
knowledge and belief is a true, correct and complete Report (1) as 
required by Article II of the Rules for the 1995-96 IBT 
International Union Delegate and Officer Election, and (2) is in 
conformity with the "Advisory on Campaign Contributions and 
Disclosure." 
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The next question is whether by making the entry O'Donnell 
intentionally concealed the fact that Mr. Currie was the Campaign 
Coordinator for O'Donnell's Campaign to keep membership and the 
various candidates and Campaigns from knowing that Mr. Currie was 
working for his Campaign. 

Typically in a situation such as this, an intent to conceal 
a fact might be inferred from the false filing. However, on this 
unique record, we find that there was no intentional concealment. 

Several circumstances support the conclusion of an absence 
of an intent to conceal. The first of these is that on the face 
of the CCERs in question it is obvious that no effort whatsoever 
was made to conceal from the reader the circumstance that Mr. 
Currie was involved with the Campaign. He was plainly listed on 
Reports 1-3 as receiving substantial reimbursements from the 
Campaign and on CCER no. 3 he was listed, albeit erroneously, as 
receiving a $500 "salary" from the Campaign. 

Further, Mr. Currie represented the Hoffa Slate in a New 
York City TV presentation concerning the election. Finally, the 
Campaign paid to have 1,500 business cards printed for Mr. Currie 
identifying him as the Campaign Coordinator. Based on the 
foregoing, we find that O'Donnell did not intend to conceal the 
role of Kevin Currie in his Campaign. 

O'Donnell's testimony that he volunteered this information 
to other participants in the Campaign is corroborated by an 
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opponent on the 1996 Carey Slate, George Cashman.^ O'Donnell 
told Cashman during the Campaign that Mr. Currie was a convicted 
felon. That admission lends credence to O'Donnell's testimony 
that he volunteered to others the facts concerning Mr. Currie's 
felony conviction. 

During the Election Officer's investigation of this matter, 
O'Donnell had discussions with investigators from the Election 
Officer's staff, one of whom was Kevin T. Brant. During those 
discussions, O'Donnell volunteered to Brant that O'Donnell had 
discovered on his own that Mr. Currie had a felony conviction, 
that Mr. Currie had lied to O'Donnell about the conviction and 
that O'Donnell paid Mrs. Currie because Mr. Currie had lied to 
O'Donnell.9 Therefore, under the highly unusual circumstances of 
this case, O'Donnell did not intend to conceal the fact that Mr. 
Currie had a role in his Campaign. 

We next address an argument raised by O'Donnell. O'Donnell 
asserts that he relied upon the CPA, Dapolito, to accurately fill 
out the CCERs and that his reliance on the advice of his 

*We accept the affidavit of Cashman. The statement was made by a political 
opponent, or former political opponent of O'Donnell, and received without 
objection by the Chief Investigator. No evidence to the contrary was 
introduced on the matter. 

^O'Donnell acknowledged the foregoing communications but denied that at 
about the same time during a meeting between the Election Officer Michael 
Cherkasky, Brant, and O'Donnell he further told Brant that O'Donnell put Mrs. 
Currie on the Campaign payroll to hide the fact that Mr. Currie was working 
for the Campaign. At the earlier stages of this case and before us, counsel 
for O'Donnell requested that Brant be made available for cross examination as 
to the contested portions of his unsworn statement if it were to be 
considered. Brant was never produced. Under these circumstances, the unsworn 
statement of Brant, offered by the Chief Investigator, is not accepted beyond 
the portions of it, mentioned in text, with which O'Donnell agreed. 
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accountant negates the charge that O'Donnell brought reproach 
upon the union. 

Dapolito already had an existing relationship with the Local 
Union and donated substantial portions of his services to 
O'Donnell's Campaign. The accounting service rendered — a 
"compilation" report — is a lesser form of service that can be 
provided by a CPA. Dapolito simply reviewed information provided 
to him from the management of the Campaign, O'Donnell and 
Kreinbihl. Dapolito claimed he did not investigate that 
information or even ask the obvious question of why Mrs. Currie 
was being paid for services provided by Mr. Currie. Indeed, it 
appears that most of his effort with regard to the CCER's was 
devoted to questions concerning, apparently, the propriety of 
contributions and that little of the service he provided was 
related to entering expenditures on the CCER's. Much of the 
service related to expenses was provided by staff members of 
Dapolito working under him using template forms'̂  to fill in on 
each successive CCER information concerning recurring expenses, 
such as apparently the recurring expenses of salary paid to Mrs. 
Currie and the fact Mr. Curry was drawing expenses while he 
worked for the Campaign. 

When he testified before us, Dapolito did not remember 

Dapolito prepared the format for the expenditures on the occasion of 
preparation of Report no. 1 by filling in the names, addresses and purposes of 
the expenditures columns, copying that information and using the copies to 
fill out the subsequent Reports. He actually prepared the Reports based on 
what was stated in the checkbook and what he discussed, probably with Ms. 
Kreinbihl, but less likely with O'Donnell. 
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entering the transactions now in question and was able to provide 
no meaningful detail, other than the use of the template forms. 
Otherwise he testified how he "would have" responded years 
earlier to a given situation. 

Thus, the testimony of Dapolito concerning his services in 
1996 provided no additional gloss concerning the data he was 
furnished with and entered, or had his staff enter, on the 
CCERs." Other than mathematical accuracy and consistency of 
entry, Dapolito did nothing which could have not been performed 
by a person skilled in office procedures. The compilation of 
bits of information by Dapolito without any inquiry into or 
examination of the facts, did nothing to free O'Donnell from his 
obligation to personally review what had been prepared for his 
signature and provide a "true, correct and complete" Report. Nor 

O'Donnell argues, on the strength of United States v. Duncan, 830 F.2d 
1104 (6'" Cir. 1988); United States v. Mitchell, 495 F.2d 285 (4^ Cir. 1974); 
United States v. Vanalli, 595 F.2d 402 (8^ Cir. 1979); and United States v. 
Piatt, 435 F.2d 784 (2"" Cir. 1970), that he is entitled to rely upon the 
advice provided to him by his Certified Public Accountant as to the propriety 
of the CCER's. The foregoing cases relied upon by O'Donnell involve 
defendants in criminal tax evasion prosecutions who were allowed to have their 
respective juries consider, in determining whether they intended to evade 
taxes, the claim that the defendants provided all relevant information to 
their CPA's who prepared the questioned tax returns. The defense was that 
under those circumstances, the taxpayers could justifiably rely upon the tax 
advice given them by their CPA's. 

The preparation of a federal income tax return is a far more complex 
process than the filling out of a CCER. Knowledge of the applicable tax laws, 
identification of which law applies and a determination of the relevant facts 
can be a complex and daunting task for persons who do not possess special 
training and experience in taxation. Under those complex circumstances 
justified reliance on the tax advice of a qualified professional is a factor 
the jury or fact finder could consider. By contrast, the relatively simple 
information called for by a CCER required no special knowledge, training or 
experience. While from a business point of view the use of a professional may 
make sense, there is no reason to afford anyone the benefit of the justified 
reliance rule in the setting of execution of a CCER. None of O'Donnell cases 
concern the preparation of forms such as a CCER. Therefore, we reject the 
argument that Dapolito's participation offers O'Donnell protection from the 
requirements of filling out the CCER form in accordance with the oath on the 
form. 
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does the "literal" approach of Dapolito of applying the 
particular wording in brief instructions to the information 
provided create any exception to O'Donnell's obligation to 
provide "to the best of [his] knowledge and belief ... a true, 
correct and complete Report ...". Therefore, any defense of 
reliance on "advice" of a CPA is rejected. 

III. Summary 
When signing the CCERs, O'Donnell did not report to the best 

of his knowledge and ability the actual payee of the salary 
payments or the "purpose of expenditure." Such a knowing 
violation undermines the democratic processes of the IBT. 
However, we find for the reasons listed above that in doing so 
O'Donnell did not intend to hide Mr. Currie's participation in 
his Campaign. Because the CPA was compiling simple data that 
virtually anyone with minimal office skills could have done, the 
fact that the Reports were prepared by a CPA did not in any way 
lessen O'Donnell's obligations under the foregoing oath.^ 

An additional question is what effect should be given to the findings of 
the Election Officer. In earlier proceeding under the Consent Decree, the 
Election Officer fined the Hoffa and O'Donnell Campaigns $7,500 and 
$12,684.75, respectively, for falsely reporting the salary for Mr. Currie as 
having been paid to Mrs. Currie. We give no weight to the Election Officer's 
Report and finding concerning O'Donnell or to the circumstance that O'Donnell 
did not appeal. The Election Officer is appointed under the Consent Decree to 
protect the election process itself. He did not have full disciplinary powers 
over O'Donnell and in particular the Election Officer was not constrained when 
imposing discipline by the statutory protections of Subchapters II and V of 
the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act, 29 U.S.C. 411 et. sea, and 
481 et. seer, or the requirements of the Consent Decree when discipline is 
being imposed upon members. Moreover, his factfinding process is quite 
different from ours. Thus, the findings of the Election Officer are not 
binding on us; instead, we are required to conduct disciplinary procedures 
under more stringent standards than the Election Officer's procedures. 
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IV. Conclusion 
Based on the foregoing, Local Union 817 President and 

International Vice President-at-Large Thomas R. O'Donnell brought 
reproach upon the IBT and violated the IBT Constitution by filing 
Campaign Contribution & Expenditure Reports with the Election 
Officer which he knew to be wrong in that they failed to disclose 
payments to Kevin Currie for services rendered to his Campaign as 
Campaign Coordinator. In light of the particular circumstances 
of this case, we find that a nine-month suspension is a 
sufficient sanction for O'Donnell's misconduct as an officer. 
During his suspension, O'Donnell may not obtain employment, 
consulting or other work, from any IBT or IBT-affiliated entity. 
If he desires, he may maintain his membership in the IBT; but 
O'Donnell may not participate in any affairs of the International 
or Local Union 817 as an officer or employee. 
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Members of the 
Independent Review Board 

William H. Webster ^ 

Dated: November 2000 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

X 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Plaintiffs, 

- v-

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF 
TEAMSTERS, et al.. 

Defendants. 

Independent Review Board 
Application 90 (Thomas R. 
O'Donnell) 

MEMORANDUM and ORDER 
88 Civ. 4486 (LAP) 

LORETTA A. PRESKA. United States District Judge: 

This opinion emanates from the voluntary settlement of an 
action commenced by the United States of America against, inter 
alia, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters ("IBT" or 
"union") and the IBT's General Executive Board. The settlement 
is embodied in the voluntary consent decree order entered March 
14, 1989 ("Consent Decree"). The goals of the Consent Decree are 
to rid the IBT of the hideous influence of organized crime and 
establish a culture of democracy within the union. The long 
history of this case has been set forth in the Court's numerous 
prior opinions. Accordingly, only those facts necessary for 
resolving the instant matter shall be set forth. 

Currently before the Court is Application 90 of the 
Independent Review Board ("IRB") ("Application 90"), dated 
November 14, 2000. In Application 90, the IRB requests that the 



Court affirm the IRB's November 13, 2000 Opinion and Decision 

("IRB Decision"). For the reasons set forth below, I grant IRB 

Application 90 and affirm the IRB Decision in all respects. 

Background 

During the 1996 IBT election, the campaign of James P. Hoffa 

requested that Thomas O'Donnell ("O'Donnell"), then candidate for 

IBT Vice President-at-Large and currently Local Union 817 

President and IBT Vice President-at-Large, hire Kevin Currie 

("Mr. Currie") as Campaign Coordinator. See IRB Decision at 2. 

In an interview with Mr. Currie in May 1996, O'Donnell asked 

whether Mr. Currie had a criminal record. See id. Although he 

had been convicted of grand larceny in the State of New York, Mr. 

Currie answered that he did not have a criminal record, and 

O'Donnell hired him as Campaign Coordinator with a salary of $700 

per week. See id. Shortly thereafter, O'Donnell learned of 

Currie's criminal record, became upset, and began thinking of 

ways to punish Mr. Currie. See id. at 3. For the purpose of 

offending Mr. Currie, O'Donnell decided and informed Mr. Currie 

that he would pay Mr. Currie's salary to Currie's wife, Marianne 

Currie ("Mrs. Currie"). See id. 

From May 1999 through October 1999, O'Donnell's campaign 

wrote eleven checks to Mrs. Currie, signed by O'Donnell, totaling 

$12,684.75, reflecting Mr. Currie's salary as Campaign 
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Coordinator, less taxes, which were withheld in Mrs. Currie's 

name. See id. at 3-4. In November 1996, O'Donnell fired Mr. 

Currie and stopped paying his salary. See id. at 4. Mr. Currie 

was then hired by Hoffa's campaign, with a similar payment 

arrangement to Mrs. Currie. See id. 

Under the Rules for the 1995-1996 IBT International Union 

Delegate and Officer Election ("IBT Election Rules"), every 

candidate was required to file periodic Campaign Contribution and 

Expenditure Reports ("CCERs" or "Reports" or "forms") detailing 

each contribution and expenditure over $100. O'Donnell signed 

and certified as true five such CCERs listing "Mary Ann Currie" 

as the "payee" of the salary that was due to Mr. Currie on 

account of his services. Next to Mrs. Currie's name, the purpose 

of the expenditure was described as "salary/campaign 

coordinator." See IRB Investigative Report, Exs. 1,6,8,10,12. 

Each of these CCERs listed Mr. Currie separately, on the same 

page, as the "payee" of various other expenditures, for the 

stated "purpose" of "misc supplies" and "campaign materials." 

See id. The CCERs were prepared at O'Donnell's request by 

Matthew Dapolito, who served as the CPA for Local Union 817 and 

for O'Donnell's campaign, based on information provided him by 

O'Donnell or the staff secretary of Local Union 817, Kathleen 

Kreinbihl. O'Donnell reviewed, signed and submitted the CCERs. 

See IRB Decision at 5-6. 
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On December 3, 1998, the IRB issued an Investigative Report 

and forwarded it to Tom Sever, then Acting General President of 

the IBT, recommending charges against O'Donnell for bringing 

reproach upon the IBT in violation of Article II, Section 2(a) of 

the IBT Constitution by filing CCERs in which he failed to 

disclose the payments to Mr. Currie. See IRB Hearing Transcript, 

Ex. 1, at 1. Sever filed the proposed charges and, after taking 

office on March 19, 1999, C. Thomas Keegel, General Secretary-

Treasurer of the IBT ("Keegel"), referred the charges to Joint 

Council 16 ("Joint Council") for resolution. See IRB Hearing 

Transcript, Ex. 4. 

On May 20, 1999, a panel appointed by the Joint Council held 

a hearing on the matter and on October 20, 1999, the panel issued 

a Report and Recommendation. See IRB Hearing Transcript, Ex. 10. 

The Joint Council found that O'Donnell violated Article II, 

Section 2(a) of the IBT Constitution when he intentionally filed 

CCERs that failed to disclose payments to Mr. Currie for his 

services, but that O'Donnell did not intend to deceive the 

Election Officer. See id. at 9. The Joint Council recommended 

that O'Donnell forfeit thirty days salary from the IBT and cease 

providing services as an officer of the IBT for this period. See 

id. On November 1, 1999, having reviewed the Joint Council's 

Report and Recommendation, Keegel issued a decision finding that 

O'Donnell had violated his obligation to file accurate and 
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complete CCERs and thereby had violated Article II, Section 2(a) 

of the IBT Constitution, and directing O'Donnell to pay a fine of 

$6,500. See id. at 3-4. 

Upon review of Keegel's decision, the IRB informed Keegel, 

through John J. Cronin, Jr., Administrator of the IRB, in a 

letter dated January 4, 2000, that it found the IBT's finding and 

sanction inadequate and returned the matter to the IBT for 

reconsideration. See IRB Hearing Transcript, Ex. 12 at 1. 

Specifically, the IRB stated that the conclusion that O'Donnell 

had acted without intent to deceive the Election Officer was 

contrary to the facts and that, regardless of his motive, 

O'Donnell had intentionally signed and submitted false CCERs. See 

id. Accordingly, Keegel reviewed and reexamined the record and 

his findings and conclusions, and by letter dated January 21, 

2000, Keegel informed the IRB that he would not disturb the 

original decision. See IRB Hearing Transcript, Ex. 13 at 1. 

Additionally, Keegel stated his finding that O'Donnell believed 

the CCERs were accurate and thus he did not intentionally fail to 

disclose payments to Mr. Currie for services rendered to the 

campaign. See id. at 4. The IRB again found Keegel's decision 

inadequate and by letter dated February 3, 1999, the IRB informed 

Keegel and O'Donnell that it had scheduled a de novo hearing to 

consider the charges against O'Donnell. See IRB Hearing 

Transcript, Ex. 14. 
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On May 22, 2000, the scheduled hearing was held before the 

IRB. The IRB issued its Decision on November 13, 2000, finding 

that, as detailed in the Decision, O'Donnell brought reproach 

upon the IBT and violated the IBT Constitution by filing CCERs 

that he knew improperly failed to disclose payments to Mr. Currie 

for services rendered to the campaign. See IRB Decision at 14. 

As a penalty, the IRB imposed on O'Donnell a nine-month 

suspension during which he may not obtain employment, consulting 

or other work, from any IBT or IBT-affiliated entity or 

participate in any affairs of the IBT or Local Union 817 as an 

officer or employee, but during which he may maintain his 

membership in the IBT. See id. The IRB submitted Application 90 

on November 14, 2000 for a ruling of the Court on the IRB 

Decision. The parties filed papers responding to the IRB 

Application. 

Discussion 

I. Standard of Review 

The Court reviews determinations made by the IRB under an 

"extremely deferential standard of review." United States v. 

International Bhd. of Teamsters ("Simpson"). 120 F.3d 341, 346 

(2d Cir. 1997) (quoting United States v. International Bhd. of 

Teamsters ("DiGirlamo"), 19 F.3d 816, 819-20 (2d Cir.), cert, 

denied. 513 U.S. 873 (1994)). Specifically, under both the 
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Consent Decree and the Rules and Procedures for the Operation of 

the Independent Review Board ("IRB Rules"), "[i]n reviewing 

actions of the IRB, this Court shall apply the same standard of 

review applicable to review of final federal agency action under 

the Administrative Procedure Act." IRB Rules, ^ 0; Consent 

Decree, Art. K (same). See United States v. International Bhd. 

of Teamsters ("Giacumbo"),170 F.3d 136, 141 (2d Cir. 1999). 

Therefore, as the Court of Appeals has directed, the Court 

reviews the IRB's findings of fact for "'substantial evidence' on 

the whole record." Id. at 143. Substantial evidence "is more 

than a mere scintilla [and] means such relevant evidence as a 

reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a 

conclusion." Id. (citations omitted). Therefore, for example, 

"the possibility of drawing two inconsistent conclusions from the 

evidence does not prevent [the IRB's] finding from being 

supported by substantial evidence." Id. (quoting Illinois Cent. 

R.R. v. Norfolk & W. Rv., 385 U.S. 57, 69 (1966)) (internal 

citations omitted). 

Moreover, "fa]ssuming that the [IRB's] findings of fact are 

supported by substantial evidence, inferences based on those 

findings are discretionary and can only be disturbed if they are 

arbitrary and capricious. When reviewing inferences, [the Court 

is] obliged to guard against [the IRB] drawing inferences that 

are arbitrary in relation to the facts found, no matter how 
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substantial may be the support of those facts." Id. (quotations 

and alterations omitted). 

With respect to the Court's review of sanctions imposed by 

the IRB, the Court's inquiry is "limited to whether the [IRB] 

made an allowable judgment in [its choice] of the remedy." Id. 

(internal quotations omitted). Thus, the Court may set aside the 

IRB's choice of sanctions only "where the sanctions are 

'unwarranted in law' or 'without justification in fact.'" Id. 

(quoting Butz v. Glover Livestock Comm'n Co., 411 U.S. 182, 186, 

188 (1973)). Indeed, as the Second Circuit has emphasized, 

"[t]he choice of appropriate sanctions . . . [is] peculiarly 

within the purview of the IRB." Id. at 144. 

II. Objections to the IRB Application 

In urging the Court to reject IRB Application 90, O'Donnell, 

through counsel, and the IBT have raised several arguments. 

First, in his initial objections to the IRB Application, 

O'Donnell argues that, in signing and certifying as true the 

CCERs, O'Donnell reasonably relied on the professional advice of 

his accountant, Dapolito, and therefore O'Donnell did not possess 

the intent necessary for a finding that he brought reproach upon 

the IBT. Second, O'Donnell contends that the CCERs "were in fact 

filled out accurately in accordance with the instructions 

provided." Written Objections to Amended Application No. 90 of 
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the Independent Review Board in the Matter of Thomas R. O'Donnell 

("O'Donnell Objections"), at 13. Third, O'Donnell claims that 

the sanction imposed by the IRB is "grossly excessive" because of 

the monetary consequences it entails. Id. at 3. 

In his response papers, O'Donnell argues additionally that 

the Chief Investigator of the IRB acted in an "arbitrary and 

capricious fashion" in choosing to bring charges against 

O'Donnell but not against Hoffa, who they allege engaged in the 

same conduct as O'Donnell. See Memorandum in Response to 

Application No. 90 of the Independent Review Board in the Matter 

of Thomas R. O'Donnell ("O'Donnell Response"), at 4. Finally, in 

his response papers O'Donnell also offers the apparent concession 

that he "remains responsible for whether the CCER is objectively 

correct," but he argues that his reliance on his accountant 

defeats "the intentional misconduct standard that should be 

necessary to bring reproach upon the [IBT]." Id. at 7. 

The IBT's objections to the IRB Application focus on the 

sanction imposed. The IBT contends that the IRB failed to 

explain why it found inadequate the penalty imposed by the IBT on 

O'Donnell and that the penalty imposed by the IRB is 

inappropriate because it is not proportionate to the nature of 

O'Donnell's violation. See Letter from Patrick J. Szymanski, IBT 

General Counsel, to the Honorable Loretta A. Preska, dated Dec. 
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12, 2000 ("IBT Letter"), at 4.' 

'Additionally, the IBT requests clarification of the terms 
of O'Donnell's suspension as it relates to whether and to what 
extent he may participate in the IBT 2001 election cycle. See 
id. at 5-6. 

On January 3, 2001, I issued an Order requiring any such 
request for clarification be addressed to the IRB by fax no later 
than January 5, 2001. Pursuant to the Order, on January 5, 2001, 
the IBT sent a fax to the IRB requesting clarification as to: 

whether the penalty imposed in anyway [sic] prevents 
Mr. O'Donnell (a) from becoming a candidate for 
delegate from Local 817, (b) from being elected and 
serving as a delegate, (c) from attending the [IBT] 
Convention either as a delegate or in any capacity 
other than as an officer for the [IBT] or Local 817, 
(d) from being nominated for [IBT] Office at the 
Convention, or (e) from engaging in campaign and 
election-related activities (for delegate and [IBT] 
office) during his suspension. 
On January 16, 2001, the IRB responded that a determination 

of O'Donnell's eligibility to run for office during the term of 
his suspension depends on the IBT's interpretation and 
application of relevant provisions of the IBT Constitution. In 
addition, the IRB brought the question of O'Donnell's eligibility 
to run for office under the 2000-2001 IBT Election Rules to the 
attention of the Election Administrator. 

On January 19, 2001, the Election Administrator responded 
that: (1) "the IRB suspension should not preclude O'Donnell from 
becoming a candidate for delegate or from being elected and 
serving as one"; (2) "[i]f he is elected as a delegate, he could 
attend the convention as such provided he is otherwise eligible, 
[and ijf he is not, he could attend the convention as a member 
with any rights his membership would provide"; (3) "[h]e would 
not be precluded from holding [international] office if elected . 
. . if his suspension ends on 13 August 2001 . . . because his 
term would not begin until after that date" and therefore there 
is "no reason at this point why the IRB's suspension would 
adversely affect O'Donnell's ability to be nominated for 
International Union office at the convention"; and (4) "[t]he IRB 
suspension would not prevent O'Donnell from engaging in campaign 
or election-related activities for delegate or International 
Union office during his suspension." 
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III. Analysis 

At the outset, I uphold the IRB's finding of fact that 

"O'Donnell filed a [CCER] that he knew to be wrong." IRB 

Decision at 8. There is no merit to O'Donnell's argument that 

the "CCER forms were in fact filled out accurately in accordance 

with the instructions provided," O'Donnell Objections at 13, or 

to his more curious claim that, although Keegel and the Joint 

Council found that the CCERs were "objectively incorrect" and not 

"true, correct and complete," they did not find that the CCERs 

were "false." O'Donnell Response at 7. O'Donnell contends that 

the CCERs were not false because they accurately reflected that 

Mrs. Currie was the payee of the expenditures and that the 

expenditures were made for the stated purpose of "salary/campaign 

coordinator," even though the payments were in fact for the work 

performed by Mr. Currie, and not Mrs. Currie, as Campaign 

Coordinator. Such a reading of the CCERs is patently untenable. 

At best, as the IRB found, "[w]hile the description on the CCERs 

may have been accurate as to the exact identity of the payee of 

the checks, it does not accurately reflect the underlying 

transaction." IRB Decision at 8. 

The only reasonable way to read the CCERs is to examine each 

form as a whole and to draw reasonable inferences from the 

information provided. Taken together, the entries listing Mrs. 

Currie's name next to the phrase "salary/campaign coordinator" 
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and the amount expended for that salary clearly describe Mrs. 

Currie as the payee of the salary for work she supposedly 

performed as Campaign Coordinator. Moreover, on the same page as 

the entries for Mrs. Currie, each form contains a separate entry 

for Mr. Currie, next to entries listing the purpose of the 

expenditure as "misc supplies" or "campaign materials" as well as 

an amount expended separate from Mr. Currie's salary. It would 

require a most twisted reading of this form to divine that the 

phrase "salary/campaign coordinator," although listed next to 

Mrs. Currie's name, actually refers to work performed by Mr. 

Currie, who is listed separately on the same form without any 

hint that he performed the work. 

Before filing each CCER, O'Donnell signed a verification 

stating in part that "I declare that this Report of Campaign 

receipts, expenditures, debts and fund balances . . . has been 

examined by me and to the best of my knowledge and belief is a 

true, correct and complete Report . . . as required by [the IBT 

Election Rules] . . . . " Thus, as the IRB properly determined, 

when he signed and filed the CCERs despite knowing that, contrary 

to the clear terms of the verification, the forms were not "true, 

correct and complete," O'Donnell engaged in a "knowing violation" 

of the IBT Election Rules. IRB Decision at 13. Indeed, in light 

of the express language of the verification, O'Donnell's 

purported defense, relying on the findings of Keegel and the 
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Joint Council that the CCERs were "objectively incorrect" and not 

"true, correct and complete," appears instead to amount to a 

concession of O'Donnell's direct violation of the requirements of 

the verification and the IBT Election Rules. 

Having upheld the IRB's finding that O'Donnell violated the 

IBT Election Rules by signing and filing CCERs that he knew were 

wrong, I will now address O'Donnell's claim that when he signed 

the CCERs, he reasonably relied on the advice of his accountant, 

Dapolito. See O'Donnell Objections at 9-12. Before considering 

the merits of this claim, however, I first note that the precise 

nature of the claim is not entirely clear. In his response 

papers, O'Donnell refers to "a legal question as to whether it 

was reasonable to Mr. O'Donnell to rely upon the advice of his 

accountants and whether those accountants were providing an 

accounting service." O'Donnell Response at 5. O'Donnell asserts 

that he "should be entitled to rely on [Dapolito's] professional 

decision" regarding the completion of the CCERs. Id. at 6. 

At the same time, however, O'Donnell states his insistence 

that "Mr. O'Donnell remains responsible for whether the CCER is 

objectively correct . . . . " Id. at 7. Finally, in apparent 

refinement and limitation of his argument, O'Donnell asserts that 

"[r]eliance on the accountant is used to defeat the intentional 

misconduct standard that should be necessary to bring reproach 

upon the [IBT]." Id. It seems, then, that rather than 
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attempting to rely on Dapolito's professional advice to relieve 

him of responsibility or culpability for the substance of the 

CCERs, O'Donnell instead focuses on the question of whether the 

IRB properly found that O'Donnell's conduct brought reproach upon 

the IBT. The argument is thus limited to O'Donnell's initial 

objection that "reliance on the advice of a professional such as 

counsel or an accountant can negate the intent necessary to a 

finding that an individual has brought reproach upon the [IBT]." 

O'Donnell Objections at 9. In support of this line of reasoning, 

O'Donnell refers to the IRB's finding of "no intentional 

concealment" on O'Donnell's part. Id. at 15 (quoting IRB 

Decision at 9). Upon consideration of O'Donnell's arguments, I 

find his analysis unconvincing and his reference to the IRB 

finding misplaced. 

O'Donnell's argument is premised on the supposed existence 

of legal standards such as a "level of intentional conduct 

necessary to bring reproach upon the IBT," O'Donnell Objections 

at 15 (quotations omitted), and "the intentional misconduct 

standard that should be necessary to bring reproach upon the 

[IBT]." O'Donnell Response at 7. O'Donnell offers no case law 

that supports the existence of such standards. O'Donnell does 

cite one case involving misconduct by an IBT member in which 

Judge Edelstein stated that "treasonable reliance on the advice 

of counsel can negate intent and, therefore, can exculpate a 
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charged individual." United States v. IBT ("Caldwell"). 831 F. 

Supp. 278, 284 (S.D.N.Y. 1993). O'Donnell's selective quotation 

from Judge Edelstein's opinion is unavailing. When read in 

context of the case as a whole, Judge Edelstein's opinion only 

provides further grounds on which to reject O'Donnell's 

arguments. 

In considering the reliance defense in Caldwell, Judge 

Edelstein began his analysis with the acknowledgment that, 

because the charges involved "fraudulent intent" to deprive the 

union of its funds, demonstration that the charged individuals 

lacked intent to commit any wrongdoing--because they reasonably 

relied on the advice of counsel--could have negated a necessary 

element of the charge. Id. Thus, Judge Edelstein did not invoke 

any heightened level of intent necessary for a finding that an 

individual brought reproach upon the IBT. He merely noted the 

unremarkable principle that when intent is an element of an 

offense, the charges against an individual cannot be sustained 

absent the requisite intent to commit the charged offense. 

Applied to O'Donnell, this case simply provides O'Donnell with a 

potential defense if he can demonstrate that reasonable reliance 

on the advice of counsel negated his intent to file a claim that 

he knew was wrong. Any such defense fails on a number of 

grounds. 

As Judge Edelstein continued, "[i]t is axiomatic that 
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reliance on the advice of counsel does not negate the element of 

intent unless such reliance is reasonable." Id. at 285 

(quotations and citations omitted). In Caldwell, Judge Edelstein 

found that because 

the Bylaws and IBT constitutional provisions reviewed 
by [counsel] are facially explicit and susceptible to 
interpretation by laymen . . . and because Respondents 
had been put on notice [that their actions] might 
violate these provisions, Respondents' alleged blind 
reliance on [counsel] was unreasonable [and] [t]hus, . 
. . such unreasonable reliance would not negate the 
element of intent. 

Id. Likewise, the CCER instructions reviewed by Dapolito are 

clear on their face and do not require interpretation by an 

accounting professional, and the verification placed O'Donnell on 

clear notice that signing a Report that was not "true, accurate 

and complete" would violate the IBT Election Rules. 

Therefore, the IRB properly found that 

Dapolito did nothing which could have not been 
performed by a person skilled in office procedure. The 
compilation of bits of information by Dapolito without 
any inquiry into or examination of the facts, did 
nothing to free O'Donnell from his obligation to 
personally review what had been prepared for his 
signature and provide a "true, correct, and complete" 
Report [,] 

IRB Decision at 12, and that "[b]ecause the CPA was compiling 

simple data that virtually anyone with minimal office skills 

could have done, the fact that the Reports were prepared by a CPA 

did not in any way lessen O'Donnell's obligations under the 

foregoing oath." Id. at 13. 
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Alternatively, and more fundamentally, O'Donnell's case 

differs from Caldwell with respect to the nature of the charges 

and the defense asserted. In Caldwell, Judge Edelstein 

recognized that the charged individuals stated an accurate legal 

principle in claiming that, if reliance on counsel negated their 

intent to defraud, by definition they could not be found to have 

committed "fraudulent intent." Caldwell. 831 F. Supp. at 284. 

By contrast, O'Donnell cannot argue that based on Dapolito's 

advice, he lacked the requisite intent to sign a CCER that he 

knew to be wrong. Dapolito's advice negates neither O'Donnell's 

intent to sign the form nor O'Donnell's knowledge of the clear 

substance of the form he intentionally signed. 

Therefore, O'Donnell instead asserts a different defense, no 

more successful, based on the purported "level" of "intentional 

misconduct" necessary for the IRB's finding that he brought 

reproach upon the IBT. As noted above, contrary to O'Donnell's 

claim, Judge Edelstein's opinion in Caldwell does not refer to 

any such heightened standard of "intentional misconduct." 

Moreover, to the extent that such a standard might be applicable 

here, the IRB properly found that O'Donnell engaged in 

intentional misconduct, including "fil[ing] a Report that he knew 

to be wrong." IRB Decision at 8. Consequently, even under a 

heightened standard of intentional misconduct, the IRB properly 

concluded that O'Donnell "brought reproach upon the IBT and 
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violated the IBT Constitution by filing [CCERs] with the Eleccion 

Officer which he knew to be wrong." Id. at 14. 

Nevertheless, O'Donnell persists in his argument that his 

actions lacked the requisite intent. Surprisingly, O'Donnell 

attempts to buttress this argument through a reference to the IRB 

Decision. O'Donnell cites the IRB's finding of "no intentional 

concealment" on O'Donnell's part in filling out the CCERs. IRB 

Decision at 9. Again, however, O'Donnell reads a statement out 

of context to distort its meaning to his own advantage. The 

phrase O'Donnell cites from the IRB Decision refers specifically 

to the IRB's finding that "O'Donnell did not intend to conceal 

the role of Kevin Currie in his Campaign." Id. This finding is 

fully consistent with the IRB's clear and correct finding of an 

intent to file a CCER he knew was wrong. Therefore, although the 

IRB acknowledged that O'Donnell's case was "unique" and atypical, 

in that "intent to conceal" was not "inferred form the false 

filing," id., by the same token, the lack of intent to conceal 

need not and did not detract from its finding of an intentionally 

false filing. 

O'Donnell's lack of intent to conceal Mr. Currie's role in 

the campaign is relevant, however, to the final stage of my 

analysis, review of the sanction imposed by the IRB on O'Donnell. 

In considering the proper sanction for O'Donnell, the IRB first 

emphasized that, in signing and filing CCERs that he knew were 
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wrong, O'Donnell committed a "knowing violation [that] undermines 

the democratic processes of the IBT." IRB Decision at 13. At 

the same time, however, the IRB noted hat "in doing so, O'Donnell 

did not intend to hide Mr. Currie's participation in his 

Campaign." Id. The IRB therefore concluded that, "[i]n light of 

the particular circumstances of this case, we find that a nine-

month suspension is a sufficient sanction for O'Donnell's 

misconduct as an officer." Id. at 14. Delineating the terms of 

the suspension, the IRB added that 

[d]uring his suspension, O'Donnell may not obtain 
employment, consulting or other work, from any IBT or 
IBT-affiliated entity. If he desires, he may maintain 
his membership in the IBT; but O'Donnell may not 
participate in any affairs of the International or 
Local Union 817 as an officer or employee. 

Id. 

In its response to the IRB Decision, the IBT raises a number 

of objections to the sanctions imposed. In short, the IBT 

asserts that "[t]he penalty imposed by the Board is contrary to 

the Rules under which the Board operates, is contrary to the 

purpose and objects of the Consent Decree and is inappropriate to 

the violation." IBT Letter at 3. I will now address each of 

these objections. 

First, the IBT asserts that the IRB "has not given any 

reason for its apparent view that the penalty imposed by the 

Union is inadequate. No reason for inadequacy of the penalty was 

stated either in the Board's January 4 letter, its February 3 
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letter or its November 13 decision." Id. at 4. The IBT claims, 

therefore, that the IRB violated the IRB Rules, 1.7, which 

requires that "[i]f the IRB, at any time after it issues its 

Investigative Report, determines . . . that the resolution 

proposed by the relevant IBT entity is inadequate under the 

circumstances, the IRB shall notify the IBT affiliate of its 

view, and the reasons therefor." 

Contrary to the IBT's assertion, however, in its January 4, 

2000 letter to the IBT, the IRB both informed the IBT of its 

finding that the IBT's resolution of the matter was inadequate 

and detailed the reasons for this finding. See IRB Hearing 

Transcript, Ex. 12. Specifically, the IRB noted that "[t]he five 

contemporaneously filed CCERs falsely stated that Mary Ann Currie 

was O'Donnell's campaign coordinator when O'Donnell knew this was 

not true. By falsely certifying that this information was 

correct on five separate occasions . . . O'Donnell intentionally 

made false representations to the Election Officer . . . ." Id. 

at 1. The IRB further expressed its view that "whatever motive 

he may have had, to carry out his personal plan O'Donnell 

knowingly and intentionally signed and submitted false CCERs. He 

refused to recognize that his personal goal to chastise Currie 

did not relieve him from his firm obligation under the consent 

decree to file accurate CCERs." Id. Thus, the IRB fully 

complied with the IRB Rules. 
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The IBT also argues that the sanction imposed by the IRB "is 

inappropriate because . . . it bears no reasonable relation to 

the nature of the violation." IBT Letter at 4. According to the 

IBT, because the violation "was related solely to Mr. O'Donnell's 

candidacy for the office of International Vice President," the 

penalty imposed for the violation should "ha[ve] nothing to do 

with his office as principal officer of Local 817" and should 

"avoid depriving the membership of Local Union 817 of the 

services of the person they elected to run their Local Union and 

[ ] avoid depriving the members of the [IBT] of the services of 

the International Vice President they elected to serve on the 

General Executive Board." Id. 

In reviewing the sanctions imposed by the IRB, I note the 

instructions of the Second Circuit that I "must sustain the IRB's 

determination unless [I] find[ ] the penalty unwarranted in law 

or without justification in fact." Giacumbo, 170 F.3d at 144 

(citations and internal quotations omitted). Upon consideration 

of the nature of O'Donnell's violation and the extent of the 

sanctions imposed, I "have been given no reason to doubt that the 

IRB imposed [the] sanctions after considering the harm to the 

IBT, the facts surrounding the violations, the character of the 

charges and the appropriate type of sanction in deciding how to 

deal with the violations." Id^ at 145. Instead, I find that the 

sanctions were both lawful and justified by the facts of the 
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case. 

Somewhat ironically, the IBT argues that "[i]n particular 

. . . the penalty and its timing have the effect of clouding Mr. 

O'Donnell's ability to freely participate in the [IBT 2000-2001] 

election process." IBT Letter at 4. The IBT expresses its 

concern that 

[t]he nine-month length of the suspension coupled with 
its timing has the unfortunate effect of imposing the 
suspension during the election of Convention delegates 
at Local 817 (nominations scheduled for January 20, 
2001), during the International Union Convention (June 
25-29, 2001) at which candidates for International 
Union office will be nominated, and for much of the 
2001 Election Campaign cycle (ballots mailed October 9 
and counted November 14). 

Id. at 5. 
Based on the views of the Election Administrator, it appears 

that O'Donnell's suspension will have little if any adverse 

effect on his ability to participate in the 2000-2001 election 

process. See supra, note 1. In any event, to the extent that 

the timing of the sanction overlaps with important dates during 

the 2000-2001 election cycle, the IBT could easily have mitigated 

or even fully prevented this "unfortunate effect" had it been 

more diligent and responsible in its disposition of the case. As 

long ago as December 3, 1998, the IRB forwarded to the IBT its 

Investigative Report and recommended charges against O'Donnell. 

Upon receipt of Keegel's November 1, 1999 decision, the IRB 

promptly reviewed his finding and sanction and, by letter dated 
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January 4, 2000, the IRB informed Keegel that it found the IBT's 

resolution inadequate and returned the matter to the IBT for 

reconsideration. Keegel, however, failed to disturb the original 

decision, requiring the IRB then to hold a de novo hearing and 

issue a decision. Thus, the IBT had ample time to review the 

charges and take appropriate action well in advance of the 2001 

election cycle. It is only because the IBT repeatedly failed to 

provide an adequate resolution of the matter that the reasonable 

nine-month suspension ultimately imposed by the IRB may affect 

O'Donnell's ability to participate in events taking place in 

2001. 

Additionally, in light of the IBT's insistence that the 

sanction should relate specifically to the nature of O'Donnell's 

violation, it would appear quite appropriate--though perhaps 

unintended--if his penalty for violating the 1995-1996 Election 

Rules precluded his participation in segments of the 2000-2001 

IBT election cycle. As I recently noted, "this Court bears the 

ultimate responsibility for ensuring that the IBT is maintained 

democratically, with integrity, and for the sole benefit of its 

members . . . . Accordingly, in order to achieve this goal, it is 

critical that . . . IBT elections are conducted in a fair, open, 

and democratic fashion." United States v. International Bhd. of 

Teamsters ("2000-2001 Access Rule"),No. 88 Civ. 4486, 2000 WL 

1682963 (LAP), at *6 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 8, 2000) (citations and 
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internal alterations omitted). Consistent with this goal, it is 

my hope that O'Donnell's suspension and any coincidental 

disqualification from participation in the upcoming election 

process for violating the 1995-1996 Election Rules will serve as 

a cautionary tale to others in the future. 

Likewise, there is a similar irony to O'Donnell's argument 

that "a sanction which has the effect of barring Mr. O'Donnell 

from office and employment for a period of mine months is grossly 

excessive since it would result in the equivalent of a $180,000 

fine; it would prevent Mr. O'Donnell from continuing as President 

of Local 817 where he has served honorably for the past 39 years 

[and] .. . it would prevent Mr. O'Donnell from continuing as 

International Vice President." O'Donnell Objections at 3. The 

fact that a mere nine-month suspension carries such serious 

consequences, although again perhaps unintended, appears 

particularly fitting under the circumstances. It seems 

appropriate that each of the consequences delineated by O'Donnell 

relates to the high positions of authority, responsibility and 

trust that he previously held in the IBT and Local 817 and that 

he now must forfeit as a direct result of his own wrongdoing. 

Cf. Simpson. 120 F.3d at 349 ("[A]s Simpson himself has proudly 

stated, he was a very high level member of the IBT . . . . It is 

well within the IRB's discretion to conclude that, precisely 

because Simpson was a trusted, high-level official in the IBT, 
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his conduct . . . was more culpable."). 

Finally, there is no merit to O'Donnell's argument that the 

IRB acted in an arbitrary and capricious manner in filing charges 

against him but not against Hoffa who, O'Donnell alleges, engaged 

in "exactly the same conduct." O'Donnell Response at 4. 

Contrary to these allegations, Hoffa's conduct differs 

substantially from O'Donnell's in a number of respects: Hoffa 

listed Mrs. Currie on a single form; he did not list Mr. Currie 

separately on the same form; and the "purpose" of the 

expenditures to Mrs. Currie is described as "consulting," with no 

reference to "campaign coordinator." See IRB Investigative 

Report, Ex. 17. In any event, decisions such as this are well 

within the broad prosecutorial and adjudicatory discretion of the 

IRB, which is "best situated to determine and fix the penalty to 

impose upon IBT members." United States v. International Bhd. of 

Teamsters ("Cimino"). 964 F.2d 1308, 1311-13 (2d Cir. 1991). See 

Giacumbo, 170 F.3d at 144 ("Uneven application of sanctions does 

not normally render the sanction imposed in a particular case 

arbitrary and capricious."). 
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Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, Application 90 of the IRB is 

Granted and the IRB Decision is Affirmed in all respects. 

SO ORDERED. 

Dated: April J? , 2001 
New York, New York 
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